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Dear Enver Erdogan MP
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission for the ‘rising Victorian road toll’ parliamentary
inquiry.
Vault is an ASX listed company and are specialists in the development of workforce performance and
1
protection software technology. Vault has been formally recognised as a global innovator for workforce
safety and workforce management with the utilisation of technology though its flagship platform
ecosystem, Vault Solo - a mobile-first solution that provides critical data insights to optimise decision
making, safety and performance.
At Vault, we recognise that Distracted Driving is the leading cause of death caused by unintentional
injuries2. Because of this, SoloDrive was created to provide the most accessible solution for drivers and
businesses looking to make driving safer for their employees and other road users.
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Verdantix Global Green Quadrant Operational Risk Management software 2019
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“We built SoloDrive with a mission to democratise driver safety”
At its core, SoloDrive automatically detects risky driving
behaviour using the inbuilt sensor capabilities of mobile
phones. These include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Phone use whilst driving
Speeding
Hard Braking,
Hard Cornering
Rapid Acceleration

This makes SoloDrive compatible with 95%+ of
smartphones in the market today

“Easy, flexible and scalable implementation is key to widespread adoption for
maximum social impact”
Unlike other telematics solutions which require intrusive and/or expensive hardware to be installed in the
vehicle, SoloDrive can be installed within minutes. This reduces adoption barriers, making it scalable in
the long run, and significantly more cost effective for the user and businesses who don’t need to pay for
and keep track of a new piece of hardware. More importantly, a user’s driving data stays with them,
irrespective of the vehicle they drive.

“Education is more impactful than the carrot or the stick for sustainable, long term
behaviour change”
SoloDrive philosophy is to empower drivers with behavioural insights to help them improve their driving.
The old adage: You can't manage what you don't measure is why Vault has built SoloDrive. We believe
that when drivers are made aware of their risky driving behaviours and are able to monitor this ongoing,
they are significantly more likely to self-correct over time. Solo now allows drivers to review each
SoloDrive trip which will contain the trip details, including their SoloDrive score as well as every risky
driving incident clearly mapped.
On Average, most people believe that they’re good drivers, and many surveys show that we tend to
overestimate our abilities. SoloDrive also provides individualized feedback to drivers that helps them
better understand their driving behaviour over time AND their performance relative to a benchmark
category (e.g. their team or company).
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“Respond in seconds, when every second counts”
Accidents can happen and the response time can be the most critical factor. SoloDrive can automatically
detect when a vehicle has been involved in a collision so that help can be dispatched immediately and
where necessary.

Vault is strongly supportive of the measures being taken by the Victorian Government to improve road
safety and reduce the road toll. Vault is committed to the development of accessible safety technology
and would welcome the opportunity to work collaboratively with the government and industry to
achieve material shifts in the metrics that matter – accidents and deaths on our roads.

Victoria Towards Zero Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020 and progress towards its aim of
a 20 per cent reduction in fatalities with 200 or less lives lost annually by 2020
We built SoloDrive with a hypothesis that by providing drivers with insights of their driving behaviour,
we could achieve sustainable long-last improvements in driver-safety which would ultimately result in a
reduction in vehicle collisions and associated deaths.
Through countless trials and deployments globally, the SoloDrive technology has validated this
hypothesis.
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Vault has a substantial focus on R&D through partnerships with industry and academia. We have
recently partnered with RMIT university to undertake a 12 month study on Slips, Trips and Falls in the
workplace with Solo’s fall detection software underpinning the study.
Vault would welcome the opportunity to undertake a similar study to further demonstrate the impact of
solutions like SoloDrive on sustainable driver behaviour improvements and vehicle collision reduction in
Victoria.
The study would focus on evaluating 100,000 drivers across Victoria using SoloDrive. The study’s
primary focus could be on the links between distracted driving caused by phone use and risky driving
events like hard turning, hard braking, rapid accelerations, speeding, and vehicle collisions.
The study could also measure the reduction of risky activities through improved driver behaviour
awareness. If the study can prove a reduction in bad driving behaviour, the study would be expanded to
an agreed user group, with the support of the Victorian Government to deliver accelerated outcomes and
ultimately reduce fatalities by more than the aim of 20%.

Adequacy of current speed enforcement measures and speed management policies
To complement current speed enforcement measures, SoloDrive provides drivers with timely feedback of
their driving behaviour, including speeding incidents.
The SoloDrive leaderboard and notification alerts functions will alert and track all speeding events,
providing the exact location and time where the speeding events have occurred to empower the driver to
self manage. For businesses with fleets of drivers, the SoloDrive Dashboards provides trend analysis
and key insights for targeted coaching/training.
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In previous studies using the same algorithm technology of SoloDrive in the US, the study found that
timely driver feedback post drive resulted in 50% of users cutting their speeding by at least 27% with an
average reduction of 71.4% – the equivalent of 40 million hours of drive time per year.
The average driver reduced their speeding time by 0.24 minutes/hour, and since even a 5% decrease in
speed relates to an average 20% reduction in fatal crashes, even small shifts in behavior can have a
substantial impact.

Local tests in Australia have also validated these findings with material improvements in driver scores
and reduction in Speeding events over time. The chart below demonstrates the improvements in
speeding incidents after the first 20 trips using SoloDrive.
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Adequacy of current response to smartphone use, including the use of technology to
reduce
Following on from the response above on Speeding, other similar studies conducted in the US using the
same algorithm of Solodrive, the results from a six-month study of 620,000 users show that 40% of
drivers reduced distracted driving by 51% on average. The top 10% showed a reduction of 89%. This
behavioural change equated to approx 180,000 km of safe driving and reverting 1,696 hours of
attention back to the road.

Local tests in Australia have also validated these findings with material improvements in driver scores
and reduction in Phone use whilst driving over time. The chart below demonstrates the improvements in
distracted driving after the first 20 trips using SoloDrive.

Measures to improve the affordability of newer vehicles incorporating driver assist
technologies
Vault’s Philosophy on driver safety is to equip the Driver (rather than the vehicle) with the right
technology and insights. We recognise that in today’s sharing economy, people may drive multiple
vehicles across their work and personal time so an effective solution needs to be vehicle agnostic. And it
needs to be accessible and cost effective.
The SoloDrive application can be operated on any smartphone device, supporting IOS and Android
operating systems. This level of flexibility enables any user to participate, without any limitations or
restrictions on the type or age of the vehicle; or even whether they have the appropriate hardware fitted
in a vehicle.
Being a mobile phone application, SoloDrive is the most cost-effective solution for large scale
deployments in the market.
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Adequacy of driver training programs and related funding structures such as the L2P
program
Vault believes that no single entity can address the issues of road tolls. Collaboration and knowledge
sharing is key which is why Vault has partnered with organisations like SurePlan in Australia and New
Zealand to provide the latest driving training and support programs such as Fleetcoach, risk awareness
and safer driving training programs.
Programs like Fleetcoach are all supported online, to ensure everyone can readily access the driver
education programs when required.
Driver training programs need to be tailored for the individual driver to achieve best outcomes. In the
past, this has been a challenge to do at scale, but with SoloDrive, each individual driver now has
visibility of their own scorecard which also highlights key areas for improvement. Importantly with our
partner’s digital solutions, individual drivers can now receive tailored training content.

Adequacy and accuracy of road collision data collection
SoloDrive detection and report vehicle collision events, captured in our Vault Azure cloud environment,
which is then made available via our business intelligence reporting module, leaderboard feature in the
SoloDrive application to the user live, SoloDrive backend platform provides a complete overview of all
drivers events and activities in real-time.
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